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A stady 1.;as conducted to deter:r.ine the behavior 
of swirling air flow in a conv~rging nozzle. Special 
instru~entation was constructed to obtain radial traverses 
of the flo\'l at four axial positions. The data collected 
consisted of velocity, static pressure, and stagnation 
temperature. 
'rhe flou pattern demonstrated the B.Hnoue-Eilsh 
effect and reversed axial flow in the core region. 
As the flow entered the nozzle, it had the chargct~ristics 
of a free vortex. At the exit plane the char~ct2rist1cs 
were those of a forced vortex. The conversing nozzle 
CRused an increase in th~ magnitude of the axial velocity 
component. 
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I. Ii~TROOUC'I'ION 
This thesis presents the results of an experimental 
study of swirling air flow through R converging nozzle. 
A similar study Nas made by Thompson (13) for values of 
radius ratio between zero and 0.6. The object of this 
work i.•:ras to supplement the data collected by Thompson, 
and to provide velocity, static pressure, and stagnation 
temperature data corresponding to values of radius ratio 
between zero end 1.0. 
A direct analytical approach to this problem involves 
solving the three dimensional, viscous, cor:1pressi bl e 
flow equations. A solution of these equations re~uires 
simplifing assumptions which ca.n only be substantiated 
from a thorough understanding of the flow pattern itself. 
To vbtain this understanding it is only logical to resort 
to experi::nent. 
Vortex flow of a gas produces effects not exper-
ienced in other flow patterns. The circular motion 
generates centrifugal forces in the fluid, and causes 
large velocity gradients which cause frictional effects 
to become an important factor. A pa.rticular character-
istic of vortex flow is the Ranque-Hilsh effect. This 
effect is the separation of the gas stream into a core of 
low stagnation temperature and an annular region of high 
stagnation temperature. It is generally agreed that the 
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Ranquc-Hilsh eff~ct is caused by internal friction in the 
fluid, but complete agreement as to the m~chanism of the 
te~~eraturc separation does not exist. Another character-
istic is reversed axial flow in the core region. This is 
due to the lo~ stRtic pressure in the core. 
Swirling flow in a nozzle has possible applications 
in the field of rocket propulsion. By utilizing the 
Ranquc-Hilsh effect the stagnation temperature of the 
pro:;_Jella_nt could be raist!'d. Another possible application 
is .\.n t£-:rust regulation. Induclng a co:nponent of swirl 
in th~ mass pnssin~ through a nozzle would decrease the 
ayisl velocity co~ponent, thus reducing tha thrust. 
An even more sophisticated application, is to employ 
the c·:~:1t1if'L.gr:.l forces developed by the circular rrotion 
to rt:=-;r.ov.:~ tht- l-:ern;y urani urn ions from the prop~llant of 
a nuclear rock~t. 
To date, the studies of vortex air flow have been 
eon.fir.:.~d to tub~s. The results of these investi~ations 
are cf some use in predicting the behavior of this 
type of flew in a nozzle, but ~ould not be directly 
applicable in the design of such a nozzle. 
II. REVI€~-1 OF LITSHATURE 
'l'he te2pera ture se .:_)ara ti on in a caseous vortex 
was first reported in 1931. G. Hnnque, a french 
metallurgist, noticed the effect in connection with 
cyclone separators. He constructed and pate.nted a 
device to duplicate the effect, hoping it could be 
employed as a refrigerator. Further investigation, 
however, indicated that the vortex ~ot1on was too 
inefficient as a refrigeration process, and this caused 
a loss of t'nthusiam. Interest ·N·as not rene1·~ed until 
1946, when R. Hilsh published a paper r~latins his 
experience with the device. 
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H1lsh (6) constructed tNo vortex tubes of different 
re.dius and determlned some of the variables affecting 
the performance. He found that inlet gas conditions, 
external pressure, and flow rate, all affect the degree 
of ste,gna tion temperature sepa.rntion ·to:i thin the tube. 
After examining the thermodynamic efficiency of the 
device he concluded that it was too low for practical 
use. 
In a more recent study, J.E. Lay (8) conducted 
an experimental and analytical investigation to provide 
a better understanding of vortex flow in general. Press-
ure, velocity, and temperature traverses were taken 
at different axial positions along the tube. He 
compared this to a simple analytical model and found 
that as the flow progressed along the axis of the tube 
the influence of friction was to change the flow from 
a free to a forced vortex. 
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SRvino and Ragsdale (11) stndied a vortex ~enerated 
within a right circular cylinder by means of guide 
vanes. Their experin:lental measurements indicated that 
the Ranque-Hilsh effect can be obtained without passing 
the flow thro~gh a long axial tube. 
K~ycs (7) mensured properties in a vortex to 
determine the nature of the flow and the affect of 
important variables on the velocity profiles. He con-
cluded that the most import2nt parRilieters ~ere the mass 
flow rate and the dia:neter of the tube. 
Reynolds (10) presents dat~ collected on a vortex 
tube with a blockage at the exit. Th~ blockage eliminated 
the reversed flow common to all other experimental work. 
He found that the temperature separation occurs without 
reversed axial flow in the core. 
Thompson (13) measured velocity and temperature 
distributions in the same flow system used in this in-
vestigation. He pr~sents values of data for radius ratios 
from zero to 0.6 at three axial positions. 
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With the exception of Thompson's work (13), all 
experimental data have been collected by inserting 
relatively large probes into the flow. Since this 
creates disturbances that cannot be completely eli~inated, 
all data must be somewhat suspect. All investigators 
have experienced the RanQue-Hilsh effect. Based on 
these previously published results, it may be concluded 
that the temperature separation is an inherent feature 
of the flow pattern. 
The analytical work done in the vortex flow field 
is limited in application to the assumptions necsss8ry 
to obtain solutions. 
Donaldson and Sullivan (5) present solutions to 
the Navier-Stokes equations for different classes of 
vortex flow. Their solutions indicate that regions of 
reversed axial flow are possible. 
Di~ssler and Perlmutter (4) analyzed the total 
temperature separation in vortex flo'~/:. They concluded 
that the sta~nation temperature separation is due to 
the shear work done on the fluid as it traverses its 
spiral path. 
hager (9) arrived at solutions for swirling flo\'1 
through a nozzle by assuming the flow frictionless. He 
indicates that the swirl would induce a void region 
along the axis of the nozzle which would restrict the 
ar~a of the nozzl~ throat and offer so~e means of 
thrust regulation. 
All previously discussed work concerned vortex 
flow of a compressible fluid. In 1956 Binnie and 
Booking (J) conducted experiments with vortex water 
flow through a nozzle. Their findings did not produce 
any new conclusions pertinent to this report. 
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III • .0;:.;3CRil:,TIOl'1 OF A.?PAHn.TUS 
The measurement of velocity and stafnation temper-
~ture in a gas stream requires the insertion of instru-
mentation into the stream. This obstruction causes 
distrubances which, if not minimized, can be detri-
mental to the results of such measurements. For this 
reason, the main consideration in the design of the 
following Bfp~ratus was to minimize this induced error. 
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The apparatus is classified and discussed in four 
main groups~ A) the air supply, B) the vortex generator 
and nozzle, C) the sensing tubes and support Techanism, 
and D) the positioning ap~~ratus. Figure 1 is a photo-
graph of the test installation. 
A) The Air Supply 
To obtain appreci8ble velocities inside the nozzle, 
a large air supply was required. It was provid~d by t"'ro 
compressors operating in parallel. The compressors were 
an Ingersoll-Rand model 50-B and a Gardener-Denver ~odel 
RS125A. 
The discharge from the compressors Tt~as fed into 
a t·Jorthington receiving tank, and from there, passed 
into the primary supply line of the vortex generator. 
An orfice type flow meter was placed in this line to 
measure the flow rate. The upstream pressure at the 
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FIGUnE I. Photograph of Test Installat ion 
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orifice was measured by a u.s. pressure gage and the 
pressure difference across the orifice was indicated by 
a Heriam manometer model A-844 filled with mercury. rrhe 
static tenperature of the air in the primary stream Has 
measured by an iron-constantan thermocouple placed in the 
. 
primary supply line. A schematic layout of the air supply 
is shown in Figure 2. 
B) The Vortex Generator and Nozzle 
Figure 3 shows the general structure and internal 
characteristics of the vortex generator and nozzle. Two 
concentric sections of pipe formed the chambers of the 
vortex generator. The sizes were 20-in. O.D. and 14-in. 
o.D. Air entered the annular chamber formed by the 
pipes from the secondary supply lines. It was injected 
with a direction tangent to the inside surface of this 
chamber. Once in this region the air had an initial 
circul,ar motion. From the outer chamber the air was 
forced through sixteen equally spaced guide vanes that 
were cut through the surface of the smaller pipe. In 
passing through the guide vanes a strong swirl was 
induced and a vortex resulted in the central region of 
the generator. ~~om this point the swirling flow pro-
gressed through the converging nozzle iv-hich was mountl!d 
on the front of the vortex generator. 
VORTEX GENERATOR a 
NOZZLE 
Thermocouple 
iron- constant in 
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0-100 psig 




FIGURE 2. Schematic Layout of Air Supply 
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The nozzle was conical in shape with inlet R~d exit 
diameters of 11 15/16-in. and 3 15/16-i~. respectively. 
The total length from inlet to exit v1as 20 1/16-in. 
Located at three positions along the axis of the nozzle 
1-1ere measurement stations, which were simply short 
th~eaded sections of 2 1/2-in. O.D. steel pipe. These 
stations were fastened perpendicular to the axis of the 
nozzle, and served as support for the instrumentation. 
Th~ spacing of the stations and all general sizes of the 
nozzle are given in the appendix, Figure 18. Two iron-
ccnstcx.ltan ther;ilocou.plcs were attHched to the outside 
surface of the nozzle to indicate the heat loss to the 
a 'tE!OSphere. 
This portion of the apparatus was available from 
a previous investigation. It "NB.S constructed by s.A. 
Thompson for use in his research. For further infor-
mation on the vortex generator and nozzle, refer to 
reference 1.3. 
One rrodification made in the nozzle \1-Tas the add-
ition of three plexiglass windows. These were located 
at the three measurement stations to allow for visual 
positioning of the sensing tubes. Also, a fourth sta-
tion was constructed at the exit plane to allow for the 
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collection of data at this position. 
C) The Sensing Tubes and Support Bechanism 
A pitot tube and a stagnation temperature probe 
constituted the sensing probes. The pitot tube served 
to Beasure total and static pressure, and the stagnation 
probe was equipped with a copper-constantan thermocouple 
to indicate stagnation temperature. Details of both 
probes are sho~sn in F'igure 4. 
The pitot tube was constructed of hypodermic 
needles. A small needle was placed inside a larger 
o.J::e to form the desired pressure chambers. Sizes of 
the pressure taps are shmm in the figure. All lengths 
and sizes were within AS~E requirements. 
One un1.que chs.racteristic of the pi tot tube was 
the head to which it -r<Jas fastened. The head was con-
structed of a small brass cylinder, and all parts 
threaded together. Liquid steel Nas used to seal the 
threads upon final assembly. Threaded joints were em-
ployed because of problems that developed in hot solder-
ing the required seams. Besides forming the pressure 
chambers, the head contained hose connections for trans-
!nitting the pressures to a :nanometer. This manometer 
was a Heriam model lOBAlO, filled with water. 
Static Pressure Tops 
Four holes .021" dio. 
Two Hypodermic Needles 
" Lorge needle .072 O.D. 
" Small needle .016 J.D. 
1.60" 
PITOT TUBE 
No. 25 gage copper-
constantan wire 
,, 
.0625 O.D . 







STAGNATION TEMPERATURE PROBE 
FIGURE 4. Details of Sensing Tubes 
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After the pitot tube was assembled it was bent through 
a right angle. This 1·,;as done in order that re2.dings 
close to the i·mll could be obtaineo. It also elim-
inated disturbances near the measuring tip by placing 
the tip well below the support system. 
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The stagnation probe was fabricated from a section 
of small brass tubing. Two holes ·Nere drilled perpen-
dicul~r to the axis of the tube to allow the stagnated 
air to leak off slowly, after coming nearly to rest 
a::::-ound the thermocouple junction. Number 25 gauge 
co·o9e.r-constantan therJiocouple Nire forr.Jed the measuring 
junction. A Honey~ell model 2?45 potentiometer, indicated 
the voltage at the junction. The length dimensions and 
shape of the stagnation probe were the same as those 
of the pitot tube. 
Since the function of the pitot tube was to measure 
both the magnitude and direction of the velocity, it 
needed complete flexibility of position and direction. 
This 'i~as accompli shed by developing a semirigid support 
mechanism. 
The ba.sis of support was a 2.5-in. diameter sphere. 
A system of brackets 11as constructed to mount the sphere 
at any desired measurement station with enough freedom 
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to be partially rotated. A sectioned view of the mount-
ing is shown in Figure 5, and a photograph of the actual 
Gystem is shO~'U ln Figure 6. TvTO 1/4-in. o.D. aluminum 
tubes were mounted through.the center of the sphere and 
passed dovm into the nozzle. These could be locked at 
any desired length by means of a set screw. In addition 
to serving as th~ basic support for the sensing probes, 
the aluminum tubes provided a ~eans of transmitting the 
pressure lines and thermocouple wires, necessary for 
the operation of the sensing probes, out of the nozzle. 
A small bracket that contained a mechanism for 
rot~ting the sensing tubes vertically was fastened to 
the bottom of the aluminum tubes. This mechanism 
~ontalned a short section of 3/32-in. diameter shaft. 
The shaft had a small spur gear on one end, and threads 
on the other. The threaded end screwed into the head 
of the sensing tube to support it. A lock nut on the 
shaft prevented the sensing tube from working loose. 
By driving the spur gear with a matching worm gear 
the shaft could be rotated. This in turn rotated the 
sensing tube in a plane parallel to the support tubes. 
The worm gear was mounted on a 1/16-in. diameter steel 
rod that passed up through the sphere to alloti the 
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fastened to the shaft, ~nd a scale CA.librated in de~rees 
1-.Tel'e uom:tsd at the to~; of the sup:)ort tubes. This s~~rst~m 
allowed the inclination of the s~nsing tube with respect 
to the support tubes to be read directly. 
The sphere tms 8ounted in a cup of equal rstdius 
thA.t fit inside the mea.sure.T!ent stFt1on. A br8c1{et 
v:i th :::~ horizontal scale cal.tbra ted in dee--r~es threaded 
en the outside of t~1c stflt1on. The sphere itself Has 
gr?duated horizontally in one de~rec intervals. It 
also had one vertical line inscribed on its surface. 
The graduations allowed the angular positions of the 
support tubes to be read directly. These angular 
positions -.,J"cre needed to determine t!1e direction of 
the flow at the tip of the pitot tube. 
D) The Positioning A~?aratus 
To acquire related data at ~ach axial stPtion, it 
~·-'PS necessary to make a radial traverse of the flmll'. 
This required readings at differe£lt radius ratics alone 
a line of constant to~~l radius. The flexibility of the 
instruncntat!on enabled any point to be obtained, but 
pr~sented probleis in mainteinins the tip of tht· pitot 
tub-:."" at s. Jeslr~:·d point, Hhile rot8.ting it to sr:nse 
the ru::>.ximuo flow dircctio:1. To overcorne t~is difficulty, 
a vl su:~.l rosi tionine; systc:1 ,,_,as f~_-:lployed in wr.ich the 
tip of tl::e pi tot tube co1..1ld be observed <'hilt~ its 
direction was being adjusted. 
As mentioned previously, a plexiglass window was 
ins~alled in the nozzle surface at each of the ~easure­
oent stations. Circumferential lines 1/16-in. wide 
were painted on the inside surface of the nozzle, at 
each station, to indicate a plane perpendicular to the 
axl s of thA nozzle. This line allo1,·;ed the o perE?t tor to 
visually ~alntain the tip of the pitot tube in a plan~ 
of constant axial position. To locate the desired 
r·=tdinl position, a Spec tra-.?hysic s laser l:lodel 1.30-C 
i!aS mounted outside the exit of the nozzle. Its bea.m 
was directed into the nozzle, and its mounting enabled 
the beam to be shov.rn through any desired radius ratio 
by tipping the laser through a predetermined angle. 
The system is sho\'m in Figure 7. The laser suuoort 
.. . 
construe ted of ply· .. ~ood and consisted of a platform 
that pivoted about a line perpendicular to the beam. 
The system rotated by raising or lowering the rear of 
the suppo~t platform. 
By visu.slly maintq,ining the tip of the pi tot tube 
in the beam and between the lines designating the 
20 
desir~d axial plane, the operator could keep the pitot 
tube's tiu at a desired uoint and sense for the direction 
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of th:: flo-:,r. The poslt1on1~~ s;vste~rr allo'.-!ed the d:.:,.ta 
points to be loc2. t?d 1-:1 thin + 1/16 in. 
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IV. E:.XP.~HL·.~.\rr"iL PdCC1~.JUHS 
• 
The General Electric n;otor-generator set v1as 
started to provide power for the prime mover of the 
Ingersoll-Rand compressor and the cooling water purup. 
After the ;,v-atel" purnp ~rras primed Bnd stc.rted, 2.11 air 
valves were opened and the compressors were st8rted. 
Valve no. J, Figure ?, was then adjusted vntil the 
maxi:<:DUm flm·;r rate -vms indicated at the orifice. 'rhe 
system was then allowed to run until it reached steady 
flo'.T conditions. 
Steady-state vras indica ted by the ~her:Jocouplcs 
that ~ere attached to the outside surface of the nozzle. 
Assun:ing the convection coefficent of the nozzle surface 
did not change, steady-state Nas taken as the condition 
when the surface temperature reached a co~stant value. 
The pitot tube-was threaded and locked on the 
support mech.s.niso~ and :c.:.ll scales v-wre adjusted to give 
their zero r(adings. Beginning at station one, the 
instrUJue:ntation v?as mounted and the radial traverses 
were begun. Readings were started at the wall, so that 
the initial position of the laser bea~ was parallel to the 
inside surface of the nozzle. With the tip of the pitot 
tube e.t the desired point, the system '\·:2 s rota ted and 
tipp•:d until a maximun velocity v.ras indicated. The 
sphere was then locked in position and the data were 
recorded. The values recorded were, (1) the oagnitude 
of the velocity, (2) the horizontal rotation of the 
support tubes, (J) the vertic2.l inclination of the 
support tubes, and (4) the inclination of the pitot 
tube with respect to the support tubes. After the 
velocity and position were recorded, the total pressure 
side of the manometer v1as opened to the a t:nosphere. 
This procedure gave the value of local static ~rensure 
by comparing it with atmospheric. The pressure differ-
ence h"as then recorded. and the system Has set for the 
next data point. 
Successive data points Here obtc-'l.ined by changing 
the angle of the laser and repeating the previous 
procedure. The readings Here started at the v:all and 
progressed to the center of the nozzle. Velocity 
traverses ·Nerc taken at three internal stations and 
at the exit plane of the nozzle. Only five data points 
could be obtained at the exit plane, because the lower 
end of the support tube caught on the lip of the nozzle 
exit and ms.de the center points inaccessible. 
The velocities w~rc 1nitally obtained, and then 
checked in a second run. It should be noted here that 
d-..u·lng the second r'..ln of the third Elnd fourth stations, 
24 
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and durine; the collection of tlle sta2-:~ation te2pcr9tnres, 
the= orfice r.::r;..r1oru.eter was out of service. The upstre:J.rn 
pressure 1:-as the s.s.;nc as in the first r·lln, but the diff-
crental ac~oss th~ o~ifice was not nvatlable. Th~refore, 
it vrs.s !leccssary to assune that the fl01·1 r::.>. te in the sec-
ond run ·w.ls the same R.S in the first. This assu.Ttption 
sseJls valid since the intcrne.l velocities measured in 
the two different runs corresponded. 
Once all desired velocities were messured, the 
nitot tube NRS reolaced by the sta~n2t1on tcmuerature 
.. ...... t . -
probe. Sv returning to the recorded 9ositions the 
corresponding st~3natlon temper2tures were obtained. 
1 
• .'"h0n l"end1ng the vnl ues of stagn2. tion temperature, the 
laser vas disconnected in order that any heating by 
the lif;ht -;-wuld be 1:'\limine.tcd. 
After all d&ta were collected, some floN v1sual-
izatlon w·as performed. Due to the loH pressure in the 
receivins tank, the Gardener-Denver co~pressor was 
losine oil through its separator. The oil v:ns carried 
into thE nozzle and presented a nuisance during the 
collection of datR., but it did provid~ flow visualization 
at the 1·rlndm·~s. The circular flo':J cs.used the heavy oil 
to be imr'1eJis tel;y throvm. onto the inslrle surface of 
the nozzle. It formed the stren~lin~s at the wall which 
sho':.'~d up quite \·;ell on the plexi3'L".ss ~·rindov!s. ?L~1.ely 
sround chalk v> s injected i?J.to the vortP.x e;e;1t~rator 
to ,'lllo1·; these strcA.:Ilines to be photo~rai)hed. 
26 
The experimental data are presented in Figures 
10 - 16. The variables are plotted versus the dimen-
slonl~ss redius for eRse of compnrison. 
Figure 10, prese~ts the total velocity distri-
butions at the four RXial positions. A conparison of 
the total velocity distributions to their respective 
tangential velocity distributions, Figure 11, shows 
tho. t the t~··o are si 1Jil:J.r in both shape and J~fl[r!li tude. 
'l'~1i s ccnp::-:.ri so:1 indict~- te s that the tPng en tinl vel oc1 ty 
is t!'k do:-rtnccting co!:rtponcnt, 2,nd in this case -vras the 
~~e te:rc:'i n.inE: fR~ tor in the behf~vior of the fl 0"1-l. 
The ~eneral trend of the tangential velocity 
27 
~·ms to incr-ease frorn the 1t:a.ll to a r;:::l.Xi:num V3lue, and 
dccr~asc from there to the cor~. To explain this trend, 
co;lsidcr a sim:?l e elcnent of frictionless fluid moving 
-:·ri ttl rt clrculRr motion, Figure 8. 
\ ;. 
FIGURE 8. Element of Fluid 
28 
The ncc:ulGr :.r:o::::::nt1.:m :~·Cly be: •n·ittfn 8.s lT = (J.'J,)d(:-'ie) • 
dt 
Since friction is n~E·lected ~ T = 0. 
Therefore, 0 = (dm)d(~~~~ or d(rV6) = 0 
Integr8ting this expression yields, rV8 - constant 
Or ~T ·- C 
"o - -· r 
This expression indicates that the tangential 
velocity of a frictionless fluid is a hyperbolic func-
tion of rtl.dius. A velocity distribution as sho'.·m in 
FiE~re 9a, would result from this type of motion. It 
~/OlJ.l d rc.dius, c:::.nd 1··ould be inf-
in.a.tc [~t the center. The expe:riDcnt.cl.l distl.·ibutions 
ino i r,;a te and. in~ rcetsc of this t;v pe from the \-Tsll, but 
d0viate when the point of maxi~um velocity is reached. 
Next consider a fluid ~oving in a circular p~th 
with friction dominating the flow. The friction 
causes the fluid to move with a rotation similar to 
a rigid body i.e.(~ith a constRnt angular velocity). 
This yi cl ds a b'.nsen t ial velocity Ni th Ve = W r. 
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Fl GURE II. ( cont 'd) 
A distribution of this type is sho1m in Figure 9b. 
Co~parlng the frictional motion to the experimental 
tangential velocity distributions, it can be seen 
J3 
that the experimental results indicate a motion similar 
to this in the center region. 
This analysis would indicate that the actual 
t2ngential velocity distributions are a CO':lbination 
of the two preceding types, Figure 9c, or that friction 
is the dort:inating factor in the center of the vortex 
and is negligible in the outer region. 
The nxial chr--,.n.ge in the tangential velocity indi-
cates that as the flow pro!resscs through the nozzle, 
friction becon-.es :::ore doni~1ant. 'rhat is, upon entry 
a small region in the center is moving with ~heel type 
flow, but as the axial position increases, a larger 
portion of the fluid is moving in this manner. At the 
exit plane the tangential velocity is practically 
linear with radius and the maximum velocity occurs 
near the wall. 
A tangential distribution of this nature also 
co;!·tplics 1·11 th angulM.r momentum requirements. As the 
fluid ~nter3 the vortex ge~erator, it is given a spec-
ific a.n,sular momentum. ':::'he torque on the fluid dut! to 
f~lction will tend to dissipate this ~omentum. Upon 
entry, the frictional torque has not affected the flow 
considerably, so the nass near the center of the vortex 
must move 1:J"i th a grca tcr velocity to conserv-e its ang-
ular illorncntum. As the fluid moves through the vortex, 
the viscous forces tend to distribute the momentum of 
the high velocity region to the slower moving outer 
resion. This will cause an increase in the velocity 
of the fluid in the outer region, and will cause the 
tangentisl velocity distributions to change accordi~gly. 
Examination of the axial velocity distributions, 
Figure 12~ reveals a region of reversed axial flow in 
t~e core of the vortex. This is induced by the low 
static pressures in the center, Figure 13. The low 
static pressures correspond to the high velocities. 
Hear the entrance of the nozzle, the maxirrmm velocity 
occurred near the center. As the fluid mo"';es touard 
the exit, the velocities increase due to the area 
change and the static pr~ssures decrease accordingly. 
The axial distributions at the third and fourth 
stations indicate an outward flow at the very center 
of the nozzle. Si~ce the data points at the center 
of the exit plane were not available, this characteristic 
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FIGURE 13. Static~Ambient Pfessure Ratio 
vs. Radius Ratio 
through the system. The Dl8.S.S leaving the s:vstem 
throu):::h the 8.'1HUls.r region neclr the V'all at tne exit 
plane 1 can be calculated by integrating the axial 
velocity distribution over the rcaion indicatin~ out-
. ~ -
ward flow. This procedure is sho~m in the appendix. 
The value of mass flov~ rate obtained l'las 0.247 lb /sec. lt 
The mass flow rate into the system from the air sup)ly 
\•!as 0.287 lbm/sec. Since the system 1..ras oper;::ting at 
steady state conditions, the excess ~ass must be leav-
ing the system through the center of the exit plane. 
This means that the axial velocity at the center of 
the exit plane has an outward direction. 
Figure 14, is a photograph of the streamlines 
at the windows of the nozzle. As can be seen, the 
flo1v angle increases i<Jith increasing axial position. 
Previous flow visualization in a plcxiglass tube of 
constant radius (8), did not reveal any appreciable 
changes in the flow angle. These results indicate 
th~, t there v._ras an increase in the axial velocity com-
pon(:-nt due to the convergence of the nozzle. 
BRdial velocity tended to increase from the center 
of the vortex to a ~2ximum valu~, and thPn decrease 
from th~rc to the wall, Figur~ 15. Exce~t at the wall 
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FIGURE 15. (contd) 
the nozzle. The v.:::.lues at the 1:all are im·mrd in 
that the flow is moving in a path parallel to the wall 
of the converging nozzle. 
As the flow progressed through the nozzle, the 
rr:Bin ,:;ffect on r&dial velocity 'i':"as to decrease 1 ts 
nn gni tv. de. This might be at tri bu ted to decreasing 
nentrifugal forces due to decreasing total radius. 
The stagnation temperature distributions, shoNn 
in Figure 16, indicate that the &s.nque-Bilsh effect 
existed. At station one, the stagnation temperature 
1·r:.1s neaTly constant. The remaining stations indicate 
a separation of approximately eight degrees Rankin 
The overall loss in stagnation temperature can be 
attrtbuted to heat transfer from the nozzle surface 
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Fl GURE 16. Stagnation Tempefature vs. 
Rodtus Ratio 
hrror in the experimental datP can be attributed 
to t1·ro r:nain factors. First of nll, some flov; distur-
b;:.~ce d11e to the instru:Denta tion r:ust be ncknott:rled.::ed. 
The l~rgc nozzle and s~all probe seTved to mini~ize 
this disturbance, but since the probe a~d sup~ort 
tubes ~·;ere in the flov.;, the error could not be co,f1p1r,tely 
eliminated. Secondly the oil from the Garden~r-Dcnver 
co,npressor \'!Ould tend to alter the properties of the 
flut(i passing throut.~h t11e nozzle. 
An r.ttte:ailt v;ac:> .C",<lde to cslibrr:;.te the sensins probes. 
'rhe prates 1·1cre checked inside a s:;.all subso·:1ic i·rind 
tunnel. The ma.xilTlUID velocity in the tunnel -.,~:3.S fi ft;>r 
feet per second. At the low air speeds the probes 
d~~Tnonstre, ted recovery factors of unity. Since this 
wind tunnel w~s the only ~eans of calibrRtion available, 
the recovery factors of the sensing probes were assu~ed 
equal to unity at all air speeds. 
The conclusions gathered from the cxucrl::.cnt~l 
study ~ay be stated as follows: 
1.) The tangential or swirl component of velocity 
•·;2s the largest component. 
2.) The tangential velocity distribution changed 
from that of a frictionless or potential 
vortex at the entrance to thnt of a rotational 
vortex at the exit. 
J.) A region of low static pressure a~d reversed 
axial flow existed in the core of the vortex. 
4.) 'rhe discha.rgc of Et8.SS v:as ~nainly from an 
:1.nnular region near the K9.ll of the nozzle, 1';1 th 
nossiblv some discharge in the v~ry center of 
- " 
the exit plane. 
5.) The radial velocity component hRd a magnitude 
6.) A convereing nozzle tended to 1ncre6se the 
msgnitude of the axial velocity component 
~ith resp~ct to the total v~locity. 
'7.) 'l'he B.r.mclue-Hilsh effect 1·ms veri fed. 
The following is a list of reco~me~Jations for 
furLh2r wo~k of this nature. 
1.) r:ore 8.Xial st~tiCiiS should be constructed 
to allow for the collection of dntR at mora 
~'-Xi.?,l ~o si ti ons. 
2.) ~hen a larger air supply is Rvail9tlc, a study 
of va.ria bl c fl oN rate should be ir!8d e. 
3.) 'Ihe larf~er air supply il!ill allOI·J chokinp; of 
the flo~ and a s~p~rsonic flow an8l~s1s. 
4.) A clivcre:c~nt section should ce ~'dS.·-:d to the 
converging nozzle. 
5.) A thorou~h 2nalytical study of the flow pattern 
;Jould be of vo.l UE!. 
Variables 
Pa = atmospheric pressure psia 
P0 = local stagnation pressure psia 
P8 = local static pressure psia 
Pup = upstream pr~ssure at orifice psia 
~p = differential across orifice psia 
~ = local density of air lb/ft3 
Ta = atmospheric temperature °F 
T8 = at.T..ospheric temperature oR 
T0 = local stagnation temperature oa 
T8 = local static temperature 0 R 
V = total velocity ft/sec 
Va =axial velocity componct ft/sec 
Vr = radial velocity co~ponet ft/sec 
V0 = tangential velocity componet ft/sec 
Z = axial distance from nozzle entrance in. 
A F"a = atmospheric pressure in. of HG 
~H = manometer reading Po-Ps in. of H20 
Ah = manometer reading Pa-Ps in. of H20 
B. = total radius in. 
r = radius in. 




= CO!'lstnnt pressure 
= di ::une t.:: r of orfice 
cp 
Do 
Dp = inside dia:ue ter of 
S_9CCific !-:r.:::•. t = .24 3't'U/0 R 
= 1.50 in. 
pri TJ8 rv line = 2.068 in. 
g = local scceleration of gr2vity = 32.2 ft/sec2 
g 0 = sravitional const~~t = 32.2 ft/sec2 
R = _s:-<..s const::1.nt for nir = 53.3 lbf-ft/lbm0 R 
J = proportion~lity fnctor = 778 ft-lbr/BTU 
k - ratio of sprcific te~ts for ~ir = 1.4 
= st2ndard density of •·:~:.tcr = 62 .~-~ lb /rt3 
,n 
= viscosity of sir = 1.35 :x 10-5 J.bw/scc-ft 
An~ular positions of the support tubes 
Refer to ?igure 17. 
A = horizontql rotation of positioning 
s-ohcre - degrees 
B - ve~tical incliDation of the support 
tubes - degrees 
'T = rotation of sensinp; tube -:·:i th respect to 
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TABLE I 
EXPZrt li.IE:·JT/,.~ DArl1li 
Station 1;o~ 1 
Z = 14.875 in. 
Aro.hient Pressure = 2v.l2 in. EG 
Ambient Temperature = '14° F 
Receivi~G Tank Pressuro = 3.5 psig 
Inlet Air Temperature= 3.391 mv 
Uozzle Surface ':l'empsratures 
T center = 3.155 mv 
T exit = 3.046 mv 
Orfice DataAP = 3.01 in. HG 
p 
"'up 5.0 psig 
8ensir.g tube positions Velocity (P~ - P3 ) T0 J. (in.) r/R A f3 v (in .. of H20) (in. of H20) (mv) 
i 
5.35 1.0 71° 7.0° 
1 
-2.5° 1.50 -9.50 2.765 
5.05 o.~ 68° 7.0° 15.0° 2.25 -8.55 2.772 
4.71 0.8 71° 9.5° 21.0° 2.53 -8.25 2o775 
4.40 0.7 86° 8.0° 1 l8.C
0 2.95 -7.62 2.780 ' 
4.06 o.6 105° 10.0° I 18.0° 3.40 -G.90 2.?01 I 
3.75 0.5 111° 12.0° I 21.0° 4.31 -5.85 2.772 
3.38 0.4 104° 12.0° 16.0° 4.76 -4.25 2.778 
3.G7 0.3 96° 10.0° 13.0° 5.05 1.15 2.775 
2.74 0.2 £6° 10.0° 13.0° I 4.61 3.35 2.762 
2.43 0.1 92° 14.0° 15.0° 2.62 5.86 2.724 
--- - -----··- --~-
'-'"' N 
'l_1A3LE I (continued) 
EX.IJ1~~R It:~~l'Tr.Ci1,L L~ftrrA 
S t a t i on 1.': o .. 2 
Z = 9.9375 in. 
Ambient ?ressure = 29.12 in. RG ~~ozzle S'..lrface Temperatures 
Ambient 'l'er.;.per~ture = 74° F T center= 3.155 mv 
Receiving T~nk Preszure = 3.5 psig T oxit = 3.046 mv 
Inlet Air Temperature = 3.391 Orfice Data L:l P = 3. 01 in. EG 
Pup= 5.0 psig 
\ Sensing tube positions Velocity (?s.- Ps) T0 I J. (in.) r/R A 1 .{3 ..,- (in. of H2 0) (in. of E2 0) (mv) 
5.35 1.0 73° 1 s.o0 -3.0° 1 1.96 -8.17 2.904 
5.05 o.G 74° , 7.0° l4.C 0 1 2.85 -7.75 2.862 
4.71 o.a 71° 1 0.oo 17.oo \ 3.00 -7.32 2.'774: 
4.40 1 O.? 24° 1 10.0° 22.0° 3.40 -6.52 2.772 
4.06 o.6 98° 1 10.0° 20.0° 3.85 -4.27 2.7Se 
3.75 0.5 110° \ 11.0° 28.0° ~J:.40 -2.80 2.7C2 
3.33 0.4 102° I 11.0° j28.0° •L,D5 -2.05 2,705 
3.07 0.3 104° 13.0° 26.0° ~.90 o.o 2.760 
2.74 0.2 930 11.0° 27.0° 4.20 2.60 2.700 
2.43 0.1 9~0 __ l_~ll.0° 2·1.0° 3.10 5.56 2.719 
\.A 
\...A) 
TABLE I (contin'-led) 
~(l"J~:R r~~.~~,;rrArJ DAT!-i.. 
Stacl.on r:o. 3 
z = 4.9375 
Ambient Pres s·.1re = 27.70 in. EG 
Ambient Temperliituro = 71° F 
Receivine Tank Pressure = 3.0 psig 
Inlet Air Temperature = 3.271 mv 
Sensing tube positions Velocity ~ (in.) r/R A f3 <;:r (in. of R>>C) '-' 
5.35 1.0 560 11.0° 7.0° 3.42 
5.05 0.9 750 10.0° 11.0° 4.75 
4.71 o.a 91° 13.0° 17.0° 5.50 
4.40 0.7 0?.0 14.0° 20. 5° 5.92 ........ 
4.06 0.6 910 15.0° 21.5° 6.05 
3. 75 C.5 98° 15.5° J.e.o0 f:·. 20 
3.38 0.4. Q20 13.0° 17.0° 5.75 
3.07 0.3 88° 14.0° J.s.oo 4.47 
2.74 0.2 85° 15.0° 20.50 2.60 
2.43 0.1 84° 15.0° I 22.0° 2.02 
-----
Nozzle Surfaca Temperatures 
T center = 3.041 mv 
T exit = 2. 912 mv 
Orfice Datu A P = 3.05 in. EG 
?up= 5.17 psis 
( p8 - p s) m ..Lo 













TABTE I (continued) 
EXPERH'J2VT·AL DATA 
Station :{o. 4 
z = o.o 
A~oient Pressure = 28.70 in. HG Nozzle Surface Temperatures 
Ambient ~"temperature = 71° F T center = 3.040 mv 
Raceiving Tunk Pressure = 3.0 psig T exit = 2.912 mv 
Inlet Air Temperature = 3.270 mv Orfice D~taA P = 3.05 in. ITG 
Pup= 5.17 psig 
Sens ing_tube pos i_~_~ons Veloci t-.r (;':;.:. - Ps) 
---;;~ . ~-, 
1 ~(in.) v J.o I r/R ;\ 
.f3 'T (in. of H20) (:n. of B20) (;nv) 
5. ;35 1.0 43° 2.0° -1.0° 12.19 -0.95 2. ,125 
5.0.5 0.9 52° 2.0° -2.0° 8~65 2.40 2.320 
4.71 0.8 72° 3 nO .u 1~.0° 5.14 2.62 2.2'76 
4.4:0 0.7 87° 'I QQ ve 16.0° 0.20 3.17 2. 25·J 
4.Cl6 0.6 100° 5.0° 22.00 1.45 3.85 0 t;J~r: .J. '-' .:);) 
3.'75 0.5 93° 6o0° 22.50 0.85 4.67 2.234 
3.38 0.4 
-- -- -- j -- -- --3.07 0.3 -- -- -- -- -- -- I 2.74 Oo2 -- -- -- -- -- --2,43 0.1 -- -- -- -- -- -- '-" 
'-" 
Ti1Blli II 
C .P~ r_~C 1: L!1 T~D r; P .. T P~ 
Station No. 1 - Z/L = 0.495 
Anbient Pressure = 14.29 psia 
An1bient Temperature = 534.0° R 
ReceivinG Tank Pressure= 17.59 psia 
Inlet Air Temperature = 609.3° R 
k~ss F1owr~te = 0.2827 l~m/sec 
Volurr,e tric Plowra. te = 198.3 ft 3 /min 
T fT1 ..Q. 
... s 
r/R P8 /P~ (0~) (OR) 1b/ft 3 
1.0 1. 0?.~1 611.86 611.21 .0646 
0.9 1.022 612.10 611.21 ,0645 
Oo8 1.021 E12.20 611.10 • 064-1 
0.7 1.019 612.38 611.09 .0643 
0.6 1.017 612.41 610.94 .0642 
0.5 l.CH5 612.10 60fl.12 .0643 
0.4 J..Oll 612.31 610.24 .0639 
0.3 0.996 612.20 609.94 .0630 
0.2 0.992 611.76 609.68 .0627 
0.1 0.985 610.21 G09.94 .0633 
AP<71cs 
~ ¢ v 
71 o I -9.5° 88.20 
68° s.oo 108.19 
740 10.5° 115o76 
86° 11.0° 124:.09 
105° 3o0° 133. 0·1 
111° ! SJ.oo 149.07 
104° 4.0° 158.43 
96° 3.0° 163.71 
86° 3o0° 1 156.84 
92° 1.0° J 118.74 
Nozzle Surface Temperatures 
T center= 601.3° R 
T exit= 597.3° R. 
Or fico D ~ t a A P = 1 • 4 7 8 p s i a 
PUD = 19.29 psia 
l. 
Velocities (ft. per sec.) 
Ve Vr v,, (),. 
82.26 
-14.55 28.Z5 
99.29 15.04 40.06 
109.05 21.07 31.41 
I 
121o49 20o70 3.42 
1 127.23 13.49 -34.11 
138.25 23.39 -52.99 
153.21 10.93 1 -3s.o7 
162.56 I 8.51 
I 
-17.15 
155.75 8.10 -16.45 
118.50 2.80 -4.15 
\J\ 
0. 
~b3LS I: (continued) 
C1; LC\} L;\ TED D.t T ;._ 
St&tion ~o. 2 - Z/L = 0.495 
Ambient Pressure = 14.29 psi~ 
L~bisnt Tew?erRturc = 534,0° R 
Receiving Tank Pressure = 17.50 psia 
Inlet Air Temperatur~ = 609.3° R 
;~:ass Flowr~te = 0,2827 lbrr/sec 
Volumetric F'lowrntc = 19S.3 ft 3/min 
,., T R .._0 (0~) lb/ft3 r/R p /.,., ( 0 R) 
- s ..c ~ 
1.0 1.021 617.80 616.94 .0638 
o.o 1.020 616.12 614.80 .0240 
0.8 1.019 612.48 611.19 ,0043 
0.7 1,016 612.41 610.94 .0642 
0.6 1.012 612.21 610.56 .0640 
0.5 1.008 612.17 610.12 .0624 
0,4 1,005 612.07 609,96 o0636 
0,3 1,000 512.00 600,87 .0632 
0,2 0.993 611.02 609.11 ,0629 













Nozzle Surf~ce Te~perstureE 
T center= 601.3° ~ 
T exit = 597,3° H 
Orfice D:;ota LlP = 1.478 psi:;; 
Pup= 19.29 psi~ 
Velocities (ft. ncr sec.} 
v Ve Vr I v .... ... 
100.99 95.29 
-15.75 29.10 I 122,06 116.18 I 14.B9 I 32,03 I 12,1.90 
I 
119.19 15o24 32.78 1~~z. 04 129.73 25 .. 41 13.70 142.13 1.38.38 2:3.17 -10 ,111 
153.62 138.62 4.2,25 
-so:49 I 
161.55 I 151.83 ~4.43 
-32.29 
160.93 1 152.67 3~.47 .. ;ss. os 
149.57 I 144.14 38,61 
-7,55 




TABLE II (continued) 
CP,LCULl.TFD :.JATA 
'' • t . ~·· 3 Z/L ~C9wlOn o. -
Ambient Pressure = 14.09 psi~ 
Ambient Tem;:>erature = 531.0° R 
Receiving T~nk Pressure = 17.09 psiR 
Inlet Air Temperature = 597.6° R 
Mass PlowrL?te = 0.28'70 lbm/sec 
Volurr.etric Flowr-.te = 201.2 ft3/r::in 
0.239 
Nozzle Surface ~empcr~tures 
T center= 591.6° R 
T exit = 586.6° R 
Orfice Date bP = 1.497 psi~ 
pup= 19.26 rsi~ 
r/n ? 8 /P,... 
T (00) g 
, 
"'"S (OR) lb,5ft3 hi'I1'1,lc¢~~tv-Telot.l tiy (ft. v~ercc. ;1 .. 
sso l ~'1. o0 11::;3.-42 
?4° '2.0° )134.16 



















































~ .... • '"' I ,_ ~· • 
93° 3.5° 1 176.07 
91 o 1. so I 1 7c. 33 
CJGO 1.5° j1r"30.t~3 
c 2 0 ' ') I) c 1 7 I. •,· r; ~ I i.J.J 1.,1.. .i:ei)V I 






17 s. 36 
177.61 
178.34 
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TA.BTJE :;::;: (continued) 
C AT.Ci} LA'.r I:::J Df. T .f;,. 
Station No. 4 - Z/L = 0.0 
Ar.lhien t; Pre~ sure = 14.09 psi~. 
· b · t ·r t 5··1 o0 ~ .t:..-111 len emp~r"- nro = ... ~ • r, 
Receivins T~nk Pressure = 17.09 psig 
Inlet Air Temper~ture = 597.6° R 
~. H", ., t 0 oorro 11 I .v,~ss ~ .... ov.ra e = .~. ,, om sec 











































Nozzle Surf,ce Tempcr~tures 
T center= 591.6° R 
T exit = 586.6° R 
Or f ice D ~ t ~ ~ ? == 1 • 4 S 7 p s i a 
P1_,D.:::: 19.26 psi<A .. 
~ ~·nf'----'os_¢~1 - v V e 1 o c i ti-.9 s Ve (ft. per SQ_~--~ H ~ r l '-- ~] 
t.'7.,0 a 00 
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S9..mple calculations are perfor;r,ed for ste. tion one, 
at r/R = 0.6. In all calculations, air is assumed to be 
a perfect gas. 
(1.) Calculations for atmospheric conditions. 
Pa = (~P~)(0.491 paia/in. of EG) 
Ta = ·ra + 460° R 
Sample: Pa = (29.12)(0.491) = 14.297 psia 
Ta = 74 + 460 = 534° R 
(2.) Calculations for static pressure. 
Since: Pa - Ps = (b.h) (f,\) Tfff(TI+l+> 
Therefore: Ps = Pa- i1i~~i*) 
Ps = 14 297 - ( -6. 90j __ ( 6:? .41 = 
• · ""112) ( i7;4T 11.;.. 564 psi a 
(J.) Calculations for static tc~perat~re: 
~] CpTo ~ OpTs + V2 (energy e~uation) 
2gcJ , __ _ 
[ 2 ], v = ~ ?f~<P 0 - p s ) ( 144) 
:1:bstituting eo.2 into C"• 1 yields, 
[3 J c P T 0 = c p T s + ¥ c (Po - P s ) ( 144) 
and for an idEal gas, 
[ 4J r :: ~B (1'~-~l 
RTs 
2gcJ 
substituting eq. 4 into eq. 3 yields, 
[5] 
solving eq. 5 for Ts yields, 




T8 = 610.94° R 
(4.) Calculation of densities. 
612 .'-n 
assuming air to be an ideal gas, 
[ 4 J p = p s ( lhlJ- ) 
-R~r;-
Sample: 
p = l!-~§.[(l44 l = 0.0643 lb/ft3 
(53 • 3) ( 61 0 • 91.~) 
(5.) Calculation of total velocities. 
61 
= 1J3.04 ft/sec 
(6.) Calculations for resolving the total velocities 
into components, Figure (19). 
The direction of the velocity v~ctor at a data 
point ca11 be obtaL1ed from the angles ~, .B, and 'V. 






Ff GURE 19. Geometry of Support Mechanism 
U} 
V= Cos- 1A cos v- = A y y 
o= Cos-1~ cos 5 = A X y 
cJ-::; Cos-1! cos~= y X x 
P..nd: A = A y 
-X y X 
Therefore: cos 'f = (cost() (cos~) 
and since ~ = Tan-ld , ~can be obtained. 
D 
The worst possible condition (i.e. the lar'5cst~) 
would occur at station three in the center of the nozzle. 
At this position, 
D = 4.56 in. 




Then f'or this position coso== cosv-( .987). 
The above analysis indicates that the assumption 
v = X docs not introduce apprecible error. ',Ji th this 
assumption the spherical coordinates of the velocity 
are as folloHs: 
lf = A 
if;= (r--B) 
With these coordinates~ the velocity components can 
be c.e.lcula. ted. 
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Vr = V sin¢ 
Va = v cos¢ cos Cf 
v(il = v cos ¢ sin '/' 
Sample: 
tf = 105° 
¢ = {18°- 10°) = 8° 
Vr = {lJJ.04) (sin 8°) = 18.1~9 ft/sec 
Va = (lJJ.04)(cos 8°){cos 105°) = -34.11 ft/sec 
v9 = (lJJ.04)(cos 8°)(sin 105°) = 127.2J ft/sec 
(?.) Calculations for laser positions. 
To shine the laser beam through a desired point 
inside the nozzle, it \(B.s necessary to pivot tr:e beam 
throush a specific engle, corresponding to the desired 
point. 'lhe points of interest at each station ·Kere 
located at radius ratios of .1, .2, .3, .4, •..•• 1.0. 
Since the beam was pivoted about a point corresponding 
to the apex of the nozzle, the beam position for a 
particulo.r radius ratio at station one, was 2.lso the 
position for that sarue radius ratio at station two, or 
any other ~x1al stetion. This can be shown, by considering 
t~o different stations along the nozzle axis, Figure 20. 
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FIGURE 20. Beam Geometry for Two Axial Stations 
Position o / .· 
NOZZLE LASER 
FIGURE 21. Beam Geometry for a Single Station 
tan 9t = B.1 = R2 Al A2 




where m and n are fractions less 
r 2 - nH2 than 1.0 
tsn 8 i = !E_Rl = nR2. 
Al A2 
substituting for A2; 
this yields m = n, so the angle e1 is the same 
for corresponding radius ratios at different 
stations. 
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The ve.lues of e i were C8.lcula ted as shm·m belO'i'l, 
for values of radius ratio from .1 to 1.0. These values 
are tabulated in table 3· (Figure 21) tanei = O.l(i)R/A 
For the ten desired radius ratios tree subscript 
i ta~es on values of 1 through 10, in increments of 1. 
They v-·ere ce.lcul8 ted using the dirr:ensions of stc..tion one. 
Ss.mple: r = (.l)i(R) 
tan er.. - 0 .1.~ 6)J 4 .!JjJ_ = 0.1173 
v 25.31 
86 == 'l'an-1 0.1173 = 6.7° 
The ten positions of the laser were laid off 
using the related distance 1· J~ corresponds to the 
distance of a point on the laser support from a ref-
67 
ercnce surface. This distance is calculsted by consid-
ering the geometry of the lGser table, Figure {22). 













Fl GURE 22. Geometry of Laser Support 
f. = 180 - (90 - Cf/2) - a = (90 - a + tt/2) 
D 1 = 2Csin ~/2 
~f = D:s1n ( £) = 2Csin 8/2 (sin E) 










a = Tan-1 3.5/16.7 = 0.2095 
a = 11.8° 
e = 90 - a + e 612 
f = 90 - 11.8 - 3-35 = 74.85° 
C = ~(3.5) 2 + (16.7) 2 = 17.06 in. 
b.{= 2(17.06) sin (6.7/2) sin (?4.85) 
A f = 34 .12 ( 0 • 0 58 ) ( 0 • 9 6 5 ) = 1 • 9 56 in • 
fz= 2.10 + 1.956 = 4.056 in. 
TABLE III 
LAS.t:R POSITIONS 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
.3 .4 ·5 .6 .? .8 .. 9 
--
J.4 1.}. 5 5.58 6.7 ?.8 8.9 10,0 






(8.) Calculations for flowrate. 
1I'h9, coefficient of discharge of the orifice '.1.'1S 
calculated using a relationship given by the ASME. 
Cd = K(l.O- B4 )~ 
1-'lhere, cd ::::; coefficient of discharge 
B = D0 /Dp 
K = K0(1.0 + B E/Re) 
Hith, 
E = D0 (8JO - 5000B + 9000B2 - 4200B3 + 530/Dp} 
Ke = 0.5993 + 0.007/Dp2 + {O.J64 + 0.076/Dp~)B4 
+ (65/Dp2 + J.O)(B- 0.7)5/2 
Ko = Ke(106 )(D0 )/(106D0 + 15E) 
From the definition of the disch~rge coefficient 
i'la = cd V/t• Hhere Ha is the actual ffi8.SS fl01;,Tnte 
and wt is the theoretical flowrate. 
As sho1..;rn by Benedict (2), the the ore ticAl fl oNra tc can 
be obtained from the following relationship. 
where the subscript 1 refers to the upstream 
conditions, and the subscript 2 refers to the 
do-vmstream condl t ions. 
This eqw:ttion ~rields the theoretlca] flo'!:rc:te, but 
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?0 
the solution for the actual floNrnte reauires an iter-
&tion process because both the coefficient of discharge 
and the actual flo;,:rate are fu!l.ctions of Reynoljs nnmber. 
A copy of the computer progra7n used to co:Jplete the 
i teratlon process is shm·m belov:r. The co!r:putf~r language 
is Fortran IV. 
Computer Nomenclature: P.iJ = Dp , OD = D 
0 ' 
Re = ini t<1.l He 




R = R 
G = gc , PIE -- If , Pl = Pup 








B = 1.50/2.068 = 0.725 
T1 = 149. J + 460 = 609.)0 a 
p1 = s.oo + 14.29 = 19.29 psi a 
P2 = p1 - p = 15.29 - 1.4?8 = 1J. 812 psia 
~1 = Pl(l44)fdT1 = (15.29)(144)/(5J.J)(609.J) 
~1 = 0.06779 
A2 = ().14)(1.50)/(4)(144) = 0.01227 ft 2 
P2/P1 = (13.812)/(15.29) = 0.903 
0.903 ( • 2 8 6 ) ) ( 1 2 • 2 22J..lhll 
1- 0.903 (.l5) 
_hQ£lli.li.,.2_<W ( .15 il t 
(1.500) 4 j 
~t ~ 0.46 lbm/sec 
E = 1.50(630 - 5000(0.725) + 9000 (0.725) 2 -4200(0.725)3 
+ 5J0/(2o068)~) = 1057.0 
Ke = a.5993 + 0.007/2.068 + (O.J64 +0.076/{2.068)~)(0.725)4 
+ (65/(2.068) 2 + J)(0.725 - 0.7)512 = 0.720 
K0 = 0.720(106 )(1.50)/(106 X 1.50 + 15 X 1.507 X 103) =0.713 
After evaluating these constants, the iteration 
process is carried out as follows: 
1. Assuming an initial value of RE = 2.0 x 105, 
the corresponding value of K 1s calculated. 
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K = 0.713 (1 + 0.725(.057 X 103)/2.0 X 105) = 
0. 716 
and 
cd = 0.716(1 - (0.725) 4 )! = 0.609 
so, ~..:a = 0.609(0.46) = 0.2801 1bm/sec 
2. The aeyno1ds Number corresponding to tr1e actual 
flov1ra te is, 
Rec = 4 ( \·Ia) (gc) = 
(Dp)).{(g) 
Rec = 1.5336 x 105 
(4)(.2801)()2.~)(12) 
-----( 2. 068) ( 3 .11}) (1. 35x1 o-5) 32.2 
3· Since this value does not correspond to the 
assumed value, the it~ration ~ust contin~e. 
To continue the proce!ss, change the value of 
the initially assumed Reynolds :\umber as fo11 OvlS; 
RE = RE + i(REc - RE). Changing the value in 
this manner y.rill reduce or increase 1 t depending 
on which is necessary to bring the assumed value 
and the calculated value together. Ther~fore; 
RE = 2.0 X 105 + ~(1.5336 X 105 - 2.0 X 105) 
RE = 2.0 X 105 - .2JJ2 X 105 = 1.7668 X 105 
lJ.. Repeat steps on~ through three, using the 
corrected value of Rcynol ds ~..;unber for the 
inital value. 
This procedure is repeated until the 3eynolds 
nu::1ber converges to a single V81Ue. The co.::1puter 
progra~ e~ployed to solve this problem iterated 
until the t"tm 'Ja.lu(~s of lleynolds nur:1b~r JifferPd by 
0.25 or less. 
'rhe Volumetric flourate is cBlculatr:d using 
the relationship Q = Ha (1/{))(g/gc)(60 sec./min.). 
~=Pup (144)/RT ~ 19.29(144)/(53.3)(609.3) 
~ - 0308553 lbm/ftJ 
Sample: 
~ = (0.2827)(1/0.08553)(32.2/32.2)(60) 
Q - 198.) rt3/min 
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(10.) Interr;r3.tion of the Axi8.l Velocity Distribution 
at the exit plane. 
--------
The velocity distribution is practically linear 
in the region of interest. 
'l'he defining equwtion is V-== Vl::-'l~ (r - • '?R) • TR- . ?rl) 
Continuity equation, mass flov:r:::~t~ ==jfvdA 
A 
For an annular rr~gion. dA = 21frdr. 
The density is assu~ed constant and equal 
to 0.0640 lbm/rt3. 
Therefore: R 
m = ( Vmax (r -. 7R)27frdr 
)_ -(R - • ?R) 
·71. 
Vmax = 169.8 ft/sec 
R = (1.95/12) = 0.1625 ft 
Integro.ting the 2.bove expression yields, 
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